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fnduraj.com JolofUk(Mobile.net) JOLOVEA.COM 10MQ: Doing git rebase -i vs branch-and-resolve I am in the middle of a git rebase to move some changes, and there is a "stop" commit which I'd like to abandon. My problem is, I started this
rebase off as a branch-and-resolve, and feel like I'm doing a lot of work just to reset one commit. I know that a git rebase -i will let me drop a commit, but is it the same process as what I already have in place? It seems like it's meant to let

me leave commits in place and just have the log rewind - I've been searching for an answer for a long time and am having trouble finding this out. A: It seems like it's meant to let me leave commits in place and just have the log rewind
This is exactly what it does. In other words, for your first commit, git rebase -i start by reading the commit message, interpreting the commit as a commit which removes the first commit, and then moves the first commit's parent. Once this

is over, the first commit becomes a non-first commit, and git rebase -i starts to interpret the next commit's message as a commit which removes the second commit, and moves the second commit's parent. The message stored in the
commit becomes the commit message for the next commit, and git rebase -i moves the commit up as far as it can. After a while, it'll realize that it's no longer a conflict, and will move the commits up as much as it can, and will stop. If you
want to prevent the first commit from becoming a non-first commit, then do git rebase --onto HEAD~1 COMMIT_ID_OF_STOP_COMMIT Q: What are the differences between introducing a new species and a transgenic species? What are the

differences in the food supply between a new species of animal that is being introduced and a genetically altered animal (ex: rabbits in the lab, cloned species or genetically altered salmon) that is being introduced? Does a new species
carry certain risks that a genetically altered animal would not? A: If you mean new genetic species (as 6d1f23a050
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